
 

 

 

  

The quality of timekeeping is critical for many network 

protocols and measurement tools. Software packages, such as 

UDT[1], thrulay[2] and owamp[3], make control decisions and 

network statistics by checking the timestamps on the 

sent/received packets, which are normally labeled according 

to the system clock. Although when synchronized with NTP 

[4], system clock could achieve satisfying accuracy, its 

precision is still a problem at microsecond level. For example, 

most Linux kernels update their system time counters at 

10-millisecond interval, and get the time in-between by 

interpolating TSC register. As interpolation parameters are 

obtained at start-up and TSC register subject to frequency 

wander, the interpolated time’s precision is questionable.   

     TSC-I2 (TSC-Internet2) is devised to address the 

precision problem mentioned above. The basic idea is to 

make TSC rate calibration a continuous process, thus the 

accuracy of interpolation parameters could be ensured, which 

in turn results in satisfying clock precision.  TSC-I2 maintains 

a soft clock of its own, compares this clock to system clock 

periodically. During each comparison, it synchronizes itself 

with the system clock, and adjusts the interpolation rate based 

on the offset and rate errors regarding to system clock.  

Whenever the accuracy of the soft clock is ensured, TSC-I2 

uses this clock to report time to the library user; otherwise, the 

system clock value is reported.  The advantage of this design 

is that system clock is enhanced rather than substituted.  

     The clock discipline algorithm is enlightened by NTP. A 

state-machine-controlled PLL (Phase Lock Loop) traps the 

rate-induced phase difference between TSC-clock and system 

clock. Rate wander is captured within one loop delay, and 

corrected in 3 to 4 following loops. To avoid incorrect 

recognition of noise as rate-induced error, two filters -- a 

popcorn filter and a spike-detector -- are used.  There are two 

usage modes: DAEMON and CLIENT. In DAEMON mode, 

a standalone daemon takes charge of timekeeping, serving 

one or more clients. In CLIENT mode, the library creates a 

thread running within the hosting process. Thus it minimizes 

the application’s external dependency.  There are also clear 

distinctions between TSC-I2 algorithms and its NTP 

counterparts, mainly due to the different natures of 

referencing sources. TSC-I2 is referencing to single, local, 

low-delay source, while NTP is referencing to multiple, 

networked and high-dispersion sources. Readers who are 

interested in TSC-I2 internals can visit the project website, 

where more details are illustrated. 

    TSC-I2 is fully implemented in C, around 2000 lines of 

code, fairly lightweight. It has been published under Open 

Source License at http://tsc-xluo.sourceforge.net. Present 

release is 0.08, which includes a user-mode daemon tsci2d, a 

C library libtsci2 and a set of utility tools as tsci2demo and 

tsci2measure. TSC-I2 currently supports IA32, AMD64 and 

Power PC architectures, as well as Linux, FreeBSD, Mac 

OSX and Microsoft Windows operating systems. 
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